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Video Management
The video management client software must be optimally adapted to the evaluation of live images, recordings and analysis data of the recording systems and cameras offered by the manufacturer. It must be possible to display the recording systems and cameras of the system in a clear tree structure. For a fast and intuitive display of live views, the individual cameras must be able to be dragged and dropped into a display area.
The display area must be able to be divided into several and different sized windows so that several cameras can be evaluated simultaneously. Each window must allow direct switching to playback of the current camera's recordings as well as direct return to live evaluation. The software must allow mixed operation of windows with playback and live view. In addition, the software must allow time-synchronized playback of recordings from multiple cameras.
In the playback view, the software must provide functions for fast and convenient retrieval of searched incidents based on analysis data. If supported by the recording systems and cameras offered, these convenience functions must at least include the search for object and incident type in defined image areas. It must be possible to refine the list of results according to the minimum object size and the minimum duration of its detection.
The results of the comfort search must be able to be displayed with preview images and marked in a timeline, and it must be possible to display the relevant sequence directly using drag & drop. If a camera is configured for counting of events, an analogous procedure for counting events must be supported.
The video management client software must support the assignment of individual passwords at user level and have a user management function that allows individual users to be grouped into freely definable user groups. It must be possible to assign individual permissions to each user group to tailor the action options of the corresponding users to the data protection requirements of the user role. In addition, it must be possible to individually block or grant access (live, playback) to each individual camera in the system for each user group.
The client software must have functions that allow the simple saving of the currently displayed image as JPEG directly in the playback window, both in live mode and in playback. It must also be possible to create a recording of the current display of the playback window in MOV format. It must be possible to conveniently drag and drop both the single image and the recording from the Windows File Explorer for display in a playback window of the client software.
The client software must support the local backup of parts of the camera recordings. It must be possible to define the backup during playback of the recording by entering the start and end times. Alternatively, these times must be able to be taken from the current display or the position in the timeline. The software must allow the definition of multiple backups of the same or different cameras, executed sequentially. Completed, running, and pending backups must be clearly displayed in list form in a separate window, where the cancellation of running or pending backups must also be supported. The execution of the backups must take place in the background and independently of the operation of the playback windows. Continuing playback, switching to live mode, or deactivating the camera display must not affect the execution of the backup. Backups must be able to be conveniently dragged and dropped from Windows File Explorer for display in a playback window of the client software.
The manufacturer must offer optional extensions for special functions that can be used with the client software if necessary. If required by data protection law, an extension must ensure that all live images and recordings are displayed to a user group with pixelated persons only. If applicable, an extension must be available for targeted operator attention control. This function must detect occasional movements of persons or objects in the displayed image and output the corresponding image areas optimally zoomed in further playback windows. In addition, an option must be offered to graphically display certain data of the analytics performed on a suitable camera. This option must include at least dashboards for analytics data such as line crossing, area entering or for counting events.
The video management client software must be able to request high-resolution video streams (live and playback) from suitable recording systems in a transcoded format that enables transmission in low-bandwidth networks and across locations via the Internet. As with high-resolution display, a digital PTZ function must be used in the image when applying this feature. The manufacturer must be able to offer appropriate recording systems that provide transcoded video streams independent of the recording settings.
The video management client software must run on workstations with Windows 10 Pro operating system and allow simultaneous processing and display of multiple video streams. For example, with an 8-core 3.8 GHz CPU, 16 GB RAM, 256 GB SSD and a GeForce GTX 1660 GPU card, the performance must be sufficient for simultaneous processing of 30 video streams. The client software must have an integrated performance monitor to check the workstation load.

